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INTRODUCTION: Manual transcription of site clinical trial data into sponsor Electronic Data Capture (EDC) systems is labor intensive and error prone. Herein, we describe Direct Data Extraction (DDE) best practices identified by the Society for Clinical Data Management eSource Consortium that will enable other groups to implement DDE for their own clinical research efforts.

OBJECTIVES: The primary objective of this study was to show the efficiency gains and return on investment for implementing DDE compared to traditional manual data entry methods.

METHODS: A DDE Proof of Concept (PoC) at Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center (MSK) and Yale University compared manual EDC transcription and DDE. Sites continued to manually transcribe data into Lilly’s EDC in parallel. Data entry timestamps were captured and analyzed for: 1) data latency, 2) transcription errors, 3) query rate, and 4) time and effort savings. Novartis tracked similar efficiency gains when implementing DDE with MSK in 2012, and National Cancer Center Hospital East (NCCE) in 2014.

RESULTS: Compared to manual transcription, the Lilly-MSK-Yale DDE PoC decreased: data latency from 20.4 to 3.5 days; transcription errors from 6.7% to 0%; site effort by 8 hrs. per patient, per study; site queries by 2.5 queries per patient, per visit; and monitoring activity by 3 hrs. per patient per study. The NVS-MSK local lab DDE productivity analysis found that 20–24% of manually entered data were removed, and queries were reduced by approximately 50%. A similar productivity analysis between NVS and NCCE showed a 99% reduction in traditional data review activities by NVS, and a 96% reduction in queries to the site.

CONCLUSION: DDE increased the productivity of an existing clinical trial data transfer process by decreasing data latency, transcription errors, and queries. It allows for the more efficient use of both sponsor, CRO, and site staff time and effort.
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online and/or cloud-based electronic CRFs (eCRFs). However, the overall data entry flow for abstraction to those systems has not changed by virtue of their transformation into an electronic format.\(^9\)

The adoption of EHR systems in the U.S. has grown from \(<10\%\) in 2000 to approximately 86\% in 2017, particularly amongst large healthcare organizations.\(^6\)

With the change from paper to electronic data format in clinical research, it is desirable to explore how the EHR may be a source for improving structured clinical trial data collection and transfer. For example, Eli Lilly (Lilly) and MSK conducted a data mapping project in 2016. Using a production protocol, they identified key data elements in each eCRF page and determined what was structured and available in MSK’s source systems. Figure 1 presents the data mapping results where the vertical bars represent the eCRF data volumes by domain and availabilities, and the pie chart shows the overall eCRF data elements across the entire study protocol. Overall, 55\% of data elements from all eCRF pages were available in electronic format in MSK’s EHR, including lab results (22\%), adverse events (11\%), and vitals (8\%). A similar project was conducted by Novartis (NVS) and MSK in 2014, and they found that approximately 20\% of all T/E for CRF page data entry at the site was for local lab data.

After similar examinations regarding the structure and availability of these data domains with other SCDMeSIC member sites, local lab results stood out for both their long-standing structured format (high maturity level) and machine-generated nature (without transcription) as the ideal candidate for the initial pilot. Additionally, the patient safety nature of lab values as they relate to oncology studies was an additional driver for choosing this domain. The high volume of manual transcriptions and the need for patient safeguarding made local lab data the ideal candidate to start this journey.

**Methods**

**Data transfer agreements form the foundation of the DDE process**

Direct transfer of any data domain is codified and facilitated by the site and sponsor’s standard operating procedures (SOPs). Each clinical trial utilizing DDE has an associated data transfer specification (DTS). The DTS specifies requirements such as study-specific data elements, file format, delivery method, frequency of submission, and communication/escalation regarding any transmission/data issues.

**Operationalization of DDE is enabled by a robust set of infrastructure SOPs, validation documents, and security specifications**

To ensure that the DDE transfer process was codified and operationalized according to regulatory best practices for electronic data transfers, MSK created a variety of new process documentation: 1) SOPs for the use of the DDE and automation, and 2) infrastructure SOPs for the use of the DDE processes for key areas of information security, software development lifecycle, software change control, training, and software validation.

**Proof of Concept (PoC) with Lilly, MSK, and Yale Medical Center (Yale)**

To establish a true baseline between existing manual EDC transcription practices and the proposed DDE, a PoC comparison was conducted with Lilly, MSK, and Yale for two and a half months in 2017. Using seven Lilly oncology protocols that were in production, the MSK and Yale sites used DDE to transmit pilot data via secure file transfer protocol (sFTP) to Lilly for evaluation (see Results section). Site data management continued to manually transcribe data into Lilly’s InForm EDC for FDA submissions; however, both sites used DDE to transfer local lab data in parallel. We recorded original entry timestamps and values in the
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**Figure 1:** 2016 eCRF structured data domain availabilities from MSK’s EHR as they relate to Lilly’s protocols.
EDC, and these two site datasets were analyzed for 1) data latency, 2) transcription errors, 3) query rate, and 4) T/E savings. The processes of direct local lab data transfers from MSK and Yale (AllScripts and Epic, respectively) to Lilly’s data warehouse were developed to comply with the electronic source data regulatory framework of the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA), the Medicines and Healthcare Products Regulatory Agency (MHRA) GxP data integrity guide, the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA), and other applicable local and state laws.

Production pilot with Lilly and MSK
Backed by the PoC’s positive outcomes, a production study was selected in 2018 to further pilot the entire system from end to end, including process and change controls, source data verification (SDV) monitoring practices, scalability evaluation, and regulatory framework assessment. The same four efficacy assessment criteria noted above were also used to evaluate the pros and cons of the DDE program versus traditional manual data entry into Lilly’s EDC.

NVS’s DDE Journey with one U.S. site – MSK, and three Japanese sites – National Cancer Center East Hospital (NCCE), Shizuaka Cancer Center, and Sumida Hospital
NVS implemented DDE with MSK in 2012, NCCE in 2014, Shizuaka Cancer Center in 2017, and Sumida Hospital in 2018. DDE implementation obviated the need for these sites to enter data manually into the NVS EDC for the DDE data elements. These collaborating sites used different EHR/source systems (AllScripts, Fujitsu, and IBM) which resulted in customized site specific DDE processes.

Results
Lilly-MSK-Yale DDE PoC showed a significant productivity and Return on Investment (ROI) benefit
When compared with traditional manual transcription into the sponsor EDC (2,546 lab results), the Lilly-MSK-Yale PoC decreased data latency from 20.4 days to 3.5 days, and decreased transcription errors from 6.7% to 0% (Figure 2). DDE allowed for more efficient use of both the sponsor/Contract Research Organization (CRO) and site staff T/E. Sites reduced T/E by 8 hours per patient per study, reduced queries by 2.5 queries per patient per protocol study visit, and reduced sponsor’s monitoring activity by 3 hours per patient per study.

NVS DDE productivity analysis with MSK and NCCE: Japan showed similar efficiency gains
A 2012 productivity analysis conducted by NVS comparing MSK’s local lab DDE with a similar site’s manual process found that approximately 20% of the effort associated with manually entered data was removed, and the number of queries was decreased by 50%. A 2015 analysis on another study determined that approximately 24% of the effort associated with manually entered data was removed when using DDE, and observed the same about 50% query reduction. A productivity analysis performed by NVS with an NCCE, Japan Phase I clinical trial with 16 patients, 148 visits, and 6,518 data points using DDE for local labs yielded the results shown in Table 1. There were two main findings: 1) reduction in 73.2 hours (99%) for NVS’ traditional data review activities, normal range population and source data verification; and 2) reduced queries to the site by 164 queries (96%). The other two Japanese sites, Shizuaka Cancer Center and Sumida Hospital, showed similar experiences based on qualitative feedback. No formal metrics were

Figure 2: Data latency and transcription error* comparisons between current manual EDC transcription and DDE used in the Lilly-MSK-Yale PoC.
*Data latency was defined as the time from visit date to the date when all local lab data are transcribed into EDC. Transcription error was measured using the number of local lab data entry modifications in the EDC post original data entry.
The DDE program increased productivity and cost benefits for the sites and sponsors

Since 2007, MSK has used the DDE to transfer local lab data from nearly 100 protocols with approximately nine industry sponsors/CROs including Bristol Myers Squibb, Lilly, and NVS. MSK has found that staff T/E was reduced 20–30% overall across all protocols using the DDE method for local labs.

Discussion

Although EHRs have been widely adopted, the structured data availability and data maturity levels vary amongst different clinical trial data domains. For example, lab results are highly structured and consistently digitized. Conversely, medical history and progress notes contain unstructured text-based content and do not lend themselves readily to the DDE process. DDE data selection and identification of available, structured data elements is predominantly site driven, and varies from site to site. For example, at MSK structured data in the lab, vital signs, and demographics domains, among others, can be obtained through DDE. Availability of structured data elements may differ from site-to-site. Until a widely adopted data standard becomes a reality across the healthcare industry, it is difficult to apply a single model across all clinical trials. Acceptance of new processes and innovative applications in clinical research can be slow because of the unproven track records and performance standards of these methods. Concerns about security, development costs, and the acceptance of electronic source data are some of the main barriers to adoption. Different privacy practices and regulatory requirements across various countries can also hinder large scale deployment for global clinical trials.

Other barriers to DDE implementation include: 1) resistance to changes in clinical workflow, 2) variable access to the required technologies, and 3) the need for continuing software validation efforts being conducted in-house if they are not outsourced to a third-party auditor. To address these concerns, MSK’s DDE implementation framework uses a two-pronged approach: 1) robust application documentation and software validation procedures, and 2) continuous SCDMeSIC engagements with FDA and other regulatory agencies that help guide the road map and development efforts in this evolving space. MSK overcame these initial barriers to implementation by demonstrating to external auditors that their process was validated and robust. These successful system audits drove continued use of the methodology for DDE with the auditing sponsors, and enabled MSK to leverage that track record to scale to other sponsors and CROs who were hesitant to use a new process without a previously proven audit track record. We suggest that other academic sites and sponsors/CROs work together to ensure their processes are documented, validated, and reproducible. The burden for DDE system and process documentation typically resides with the site, and this is an important consideration to be aware of when moving forward with implementation.

NVS has successfully deployed DDE at scale for local labs from four sites and vitals and demography domains from one site after completing the PoCs. DDE requires point to point solutions between the site and sponsor. While DDE increases efficiencies, it is not rapidly scalable due to the T/E required at both the site and sponsor to architect a custom solution that is typically site specific.

Key success factors for DDE operationalization for sites and sponsors included: 1) shared operational and technological goals, 2) top down management support and encouragement to take mitigated operational risks with due diligence, 3) successful PoCs carried out using test data from all clinical trial phases, 4) early involvement of stakeholders from quality, regulatory, privacy, legal, and compliance offices, and 5) site and sponsor return on investment metrics showing T/E reductions and increased quality that allowed critical resources to be freed up to perform higher value clinical trial activities.

Conclusion

The recent SCDMeSIC DDE lab transfer program has enabled a faster digital exchange of clinical research source data from sites to industry sponsors. DDE has increased the productivity of an existing clinical trial data transfer process by decreasing data latency, transcription errors, and queries. DDE allows for the more efficient use of both sponsor/CRO and site staff T/E. To help scale up this approach across multiple entities from different industries, the recently announced healthcare data interoperability rules may enable future data exchange on a wider national scale.

SCDMeSIC is currently conducting feasibility projects that leverage HL7 FHIR APIs to transfer clinical trial data between sites and sponsors/CROs. The Consortium agrees that using this newer transfer technology will further reduce site and sponsor T/E and gain further data quality efficiencies.
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